Abstract-In this paper we profile the stress responses of patients diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) to individual events in the game-based PTSD stress inoculation and exposure virtual environment StartleMart. Thirteen veterans suffering from PTSD play the game while we record their skin conductance. Game logs are used to identify individual events, and continuous decomposition analysis is applied to the skin conductance signals to derive event-related stress responses. The extracted skin conductance features from this analysis are used to profile each individual player in terms of stress response. We observe a large degree of variation across the 13 veterans which further validates the idiosyncratic nature of PTSD physiological manifestations. Further to game data and skin conductance signals we ask PTSD patients to indicate the most stressful event experienced (class-based annotation) and also compare the stress level of all events in a pairwise preference manner (rankbased annotation). We compare the two annotation stress schemes by correlating the self-reports to individual event-based stress manifestations. The self-reports collected through class-based annotation exhibit no correlation to physiological responses, whereas, the pairwise preferences yield significant correlations to all skin conductance features extracted via continuous decomposition analysis. The core findings of the paper suggest that reporting of stress preferences across events yields more reliable data that capture aspects of the stress experienced and that features extracted from skin conductance via continuous decomposition analysis offer appropriate predictors of stress manifestation across PTSD patients.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes a game-based method for profiling post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) using affective responses to events in a virtual environment incorporating principles of game design, called the StartleMart game [8] , [9] . We describe how we construct a specific paradigm for eliciting and capturing affective responses to particular in-game events of 13 PTSD patients through the StartleMart game. We then use these responses to enable individual PTSD profiling and stress detection through continuous decomposition analysis [2] of skin conductance (SC) manifestations to in-game stressor events. Our results indicate that participants' memories of the most stressful events correspond poorly to SC responses, but their ordering of events in terms of stressfulness corresponds strongly to these same responses.
The work presented here is inspired by previous pioneering work on the use of virtual environments and games as tools supporting affective learning in PTSD patients [15] , [21] and it builds upon previous work [8] , [9] in which it is demonstrated that features from affective responses to game play sessions in the StartleMart game contain useful indications of the symptom severity of PTSD patients, pointing to the relevance of simulations and games for affective learning and profiling. Here, we move from correspondence analysis at the game session level to analyzing event-based stress responses in order to obtain not only general indications of the patient's affective response but also to identify responses to individual events. By identifying and profiling responses to stressful situations in war veterans suffering from PTSD we create a novel and efficient method for understanding the syndrome configuration of the individual patient.
The paper is novel in that continuous decomposition analysis is applied for extracting appropriate indicators of sympathetic arousal from skin conductance in PTSD patients. Such an approach allows us to derive stress detectors such as tonic and phasic drivers of skin conductance soon after a stressful event (elicitor) is presented to users [1] , [2] . Additionally we, for the first time, compare two different stress selfannotation schemes for their consistency to manifested stress via skin conductance. Our results further validate evidence and observations in the literature [13] , [14] , [24] , [25] suggesting that rank-based (compared to class-based or rating-based) annotation yields better approximators of the ground truth of experienced emotion.
II. BACKGROUND: PTSD, GAMES, AND AFFECT
In this section we describe the PTSD syndrome, the relationship between games and PTSD treatment, PTSD's links to 978-1-4799-9953-8/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE 719
human physiology and its affective manifestations.
A. Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is a psychiatric diagnosis describing an often severely disabling syndrome that is sometimes developed after being exposed to highly stressful situations. Veterans from military operations are a high-risk group for developing this syndrome [6] .
Two well-known treatment approaches for PTSD -favored because of strong evidence for their therapeutic efficacyare the cognitive-behavioral therapy techniques of exposure therapy and stress inoculation training. In exposure therapy, the therapist confronts the patient with anxiety provoking stimuli in a controlled setting in order to extinguish reactions to the stimuli and/or allow the patient to reprocess the memories cued by the stimuli. Three common variations are the use of real life stimuli i.e. in vivo, representing stimuli via media i.e. mediated, or having the patient imagine the stress provoking situations and thus self-generate the stimuli i.e. imaginal [5] . In stress inoculation training, the therapist exposes the patient to stimuli and situations that are not directly linked to the original trauma of the patient, but that cause problematic anxiety responses that are difficult for the patient to cope with [5] .
B. Games for PTSD treatment
Games and game-like worlds have successfully been used as mental health interventions by appropriating commercial games [7] and by developing specialized solutions [10] . Among the possible ways of treating PTSD, computer games and virtual environments have a particular potential for eliciting stress in a controlled, graded fashion and can provide an immersive and rich medium for PTSD treatment [19] , [19] , [21] , [22] . Earlier research has demonstrated the usefulness of virtual environments for treating veterans' PTSD with virtual reality therapy, an extension of exposure therapy [15] , [23] . Some implementations of virtual reality therapy have focused on exposing the patient to the original stressful, traumatizing situation, in the vain of classic exposure therapy. Notable examples are the Virtual Iraq and Virtual Afghanistan applications that show promising results in clinical testing [18] , [19] . Other implementations have focused on appropriating principles from stress inoculation training [21] . StartleMart implements a hybrid of exposure therapy and stress inoculation training.
The conversation between the user and the therapist is central for treatment efficacy [5] . The user's perception of which events are stressful, and the user's actual physiological stress responses to the same events, are important touchstones in this conversation. Therefore, we see a need for self-report schemes that allow the user to accurately report which events were perceived as stressful. We address this by comparing two schemes for self-reporting experiences of stressful events, classification and ranking, with physiological responses as the ground truth.
C. Physiology of PTSD
When placed in mediated stimulus exposure paradigms, PTSD-patients exhibit physiological responses to stressful visual and auditive stimuli that are significantly different from the responses of non-patients [16] . Their responses are generally characterized by high sympathetic activity as measured by SC. Responses that have been found to be robust indicators of PTSD conditions via experimental studies include slower SC habituation, elevated resting SC, and greater SC responses to startling stimuli [17] . In general, higher base levels of arousal and heightened sensitivity to stress seem to characterize the physiological manifestations of the disorder. It has been suggested that these differences could be used to support diagnostic differentiation between PTSD patients and non-patients as well as between different degrees of PTSD symptom severity [3] guiding treatment strategies or allowing for adaptive treatment tools [23] .
Although the general symptomatology of PTSD is consistent across sufferers, every instance of the syndrome includes idiosyncratic aspects related to the particular individual and the instigating stressful experience. Which particular events elicit the strongest stress-response or trigger flashbacks vary across individuals and research has shown the strength of the response to be contingent upon the stimulus relation to the original trauma [12] . This characteristic of the PTSD syndrome proves a challenge when developing any treatment or diagnostic tool as we assume that greater efficacy and precision comes at a cost of lower generalizability. For virtual environments, this is particularly challenging as convincing environments are timeconsuming and expensive to develop. In order for a virtual environment for PTSD to be as generally useful and costeffective as possible, it should apply to as wide a range of PTSD symptomatologies as possible.
A design solution to this challenge is presented in the stressinoculation training approach taken in this study. By choosing a stimulus delivery environment that is predominantly related to the everyday strivings of PTSD patients [11] , rather than the original trauma, some specificity is sacrificed, but a greater relevance across patients is attempted. The general relevance of the approach has been demonstrated in [8] and [9] which focus on feature extraction from full length sessions, while here we move to an event-level analysis. Simultaneously, the everyday environment supports a patient/therapist conversation about the stimuli present in everyday life that are most stressful to the particular patient, supporting the stress inoculation process.
In the following section we outline the key features of the StartleMart game; for the interested reader the game is described in greater detail in [8] , [9] .
III. THE STARTLEMART GAME FOR PTSD TREATMENT
The task of shopping in a supermarket is a common situation that is severely challenging to many patients suffering from PTSD [11] . Supermarkets are highly stimulating environments with social interactions and unpredictable auditive and visual experiences which PTSD patients find stressful; some to the extent that they avoid going shopping or only do so with a helper present for emotional support. Consequently, the game is built to primarily take place in a virtual supermarket (see Fig. 1 ). The supermarket environment includes a number of stressors that aim at eliciting stress in the player. These are designed around three typical symptoms of PTSD, namely fear-avoidance behavior, hyper-arousal (i.e. heightened startle response), and re-experiencing of traumatic events triggered by an outside stimulus or general stress [5] . Stressors targeting fear-avoidance behavior include the layout of the supermarket which is designed to include hidden angles and preventing the player from attaining a full overview of the location and Non-Player-Characters (NPCs) that provide socially stressful experiences. Stressors targeting hyper-arousal include a dog barking at the entrance to the supermarket and the sound of crashes and glass breaking suddenly playing at random locations in the supermarket. Stressors targeting re-experiencing are included in the form of three different flashbacks.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL AND DATA COLLECTION
In this section we provide details about the participants of our experiment and the experimental protocol followed. Thirteen male PTSD patients, veterans from Danish military operations in Afghanistan, are included in the study presented in this paper. The participants are in psychiatric treatment for PTSD and qualify for the PTSD diagnosis. All subjects are medicated with Selective Serotonin Re-uptake Inhibitors (SSRI) which is known to generally lower sympathetic activity and in particular SC [20] . This clearly adds a challenge to the detection of SC stress responses to game stimuli since patients are expected to manifest responses that are pharmacologically suppressed to an unknown degree. Each patient participates in the experiment twice, engaging in a total of 6 game play sessions, 3 per participation (11 patients have participated in both sessions, while 3 participated in the first session only), progressing through low stress intensity, medium stress intensity, and high stress intensity. The experimenters, trained psychologists, welcome the participant, complete a diagnostic interview with the patient and collect various instances of demographic and background data from either the patient himself or the patient's medical records. The participant is introduced to the experimental setup and seated in front of the controls and monitor. The biofeedback device is attached to the participant's fingertips (see more details in Section IV-A), and a brief introduction to the game rules and how to control the game is given. Following a short waiting period, collecting baseline SC data, the participant is asked to play three sessions of the game. Subjective data (self-reports) is collected over the course of the experiment. Finally, the experimenter debriefs the participant, responding to any concerns or issues the patient might have.
A. Physiological Sensors and Setup
For continuous measurement of SC the IOM biofeedback device 1 is used. The IOM biofeedback device samples SC at a rate of 300 Hz and down-samples them to 30 Hz in firmware before transmitting them to the recording computer. The device's measuring electrodes are attached dryly to the distal phalanges of the little and middle fingers of the patient's non-dominant hand. A sensor measuring blood volume pulse is attached to the ring finger, but is not used for the study and analysis presented here. Since frustration with the control scheme of the game might introduce unwanted variation and artifacts to the results of the experiment [26] the game is configured to use standard controls for first-person-perspective computer games which should be familiar to most patients. The mouse, operated with the patient's dominant hand, controls the perspective and the keyboard controls movement. To minimize the risk of movement artifacts in the physiological readings, patients operate the keyboard (W, A, S, D or arrow keys) with only the index finger of their non-dominant hand, keeping the other fingers still.
B. Game Logging
During game play, a number of features are logged constantly. A screen-shot from the player's perspective is logged every second to allow for reconstruction of the events of the game play session and for subsequent identification of the most stressful experiences. Stressor stimulus presentations are logged as game events whenever they occur. The four types of events are labeled as: 1) sound events, when sudden sounds of crashes and glass breaking are played, 2) pickup events, when the player obtains one of the items on the shopping list, 3) social events, when the player is close to one or more of the NPCs in the supermarket and 4) flashback events, when the flashback of the session is presented.
V. SELF-REPORTS AND SC FEATURE EXTRACTION
In this section we describe the data collected from the two stress self-report schemes (Section V-A) and the SC features extracted via continuous composition analysis (Section V-B).
A. Stress Self-reports
At the end of each session, the patient is asked to indicate which singular event during the session was considered the most stressful, if any. This self-report is subsequently reduced to one of the four event categories: social, sound, pickup, and flashback. The player is then presented with a 4-alternativeforced-choice (4AFC) survey comprised of series of pairs constructed from all events that happened during the game. The two screen-shots that were taken closest in time to each event are presented side by side as a representation of each event. The player is asked to express a preference for which of the two events that was most stressful, if both were equally stressful, or if neither of the events were stressful. The player completes this process for pairings of all logged events producing a global ordering of the events in terms of stressfulness.
B. Skin Conductance Event Response Features
The trough-to-peak analysis of skin conductivity response (SCR) amplitude, area or similar measures, can be subject to super-positioning of phasic and tonic activity. This may necessitate the subtraction of baseline measures or other forms of signal correction [4] . It has been suggested that even with such corrections one may still confound phasic and tonic SC which is undesirable in a study focusing predominantly on event-related activation [2] .
To address this potential issue, features of the player's SC at the time of the event are extracted using Continuous Decomposition Analysis (CDA) as described in [2] . The method allows for the decomposition of phasic and tonic electrodermal activity. It initially separates super-positioned phasic and tonic components of the raw SC signal. Subsequently it adapts a general model of the human skin's impulse response function (representing the basic SCR shape that would result from a unit impulse) to the phasic activity by sampling the tonic component around the event response to establish a local baseline and fitting the general impulse response function to the shape of the phasic component. The result is expressed in a phasic driver measured in µS that approximates the phasic response affecting the signal within the event window. As such, the phasic driver across the event window can be interpreted as a locally baseline-corrected measure of the patient's SC response to the event. As a result of the decomposition procedure the phasic driver value can take on negative values.
A detailed example from the CDA process is provided in Fig. 2 . More details about the CDA method can be found in [2] . A 1 − 4 s after-event response window is applied, meaning that only activation occurring with this window is considered relevant to the event (see Fig. 2 ). A minimum phasic driver threshold value of 0.05 µS is used, meaning that only events with a phasic driver value exceeding this threshold are considered significant and counted as SCRs.
From the CDA result, four skin conductance response features are extracted for each event in the game: the mean phasic driver within the skin conductance response window (S p ), the integral of the phasic driver within the response window (i p ), the mean tonic SC (S t ) within the window, and the global mean within the window (S g ). The literature suggests that features based on the phasic driver of skin conductance are supreme detectors of heightened sympathetic arousal [2] . We therefore trust that the four features extracted are appropriate indicators of stress elicited around the stressful events provided by the game [1] , [4] .
VI. RESULTS
In this section we present a descriptive overview of the SC responses of the patients of the study to the included events demonstrating the individual differences in responses to the events in the StartleMart and the complex relationship between physiological responses and subjective experience. Moreover, we investigate the relation between the two selfreport schemes and the extracted SC features. First, in Section VI-A we correlate patient classifications of the most stressful event with the extracted skin conductance features. Then, in Section VI-B we correlate preferences of the stressfulness of events with the same features.
58 sessions were deemed free of protocol and uncorrectable sensor artifacts and thus usable for analysis. Sessions ranged in length from 66 to 202 seconds, with an average length of 144.8s and a standard deviation of 36.3s. Together, these sessions provided 479 events over the defined phasic driver threshold value, an average of 8.3 events per session, with a range from 2 to 11 above threshold events per session and a standard deviation of 2.2 events.
A. Classifying Stress
Our first approach to obtaining self-reports from patients was to ask them to pick of the most stressful event during the game session. All events in each session of the dataset are annotated with this classification: labeling an event as either the most stressful or not. A descriptive overview of chosen events and S p values for each patient and each session is provided in Fig. 3 . The figure shows the differences between individuals in physiological responses to events, differences in self-reports of experienced stress, and discrepancies between the physiological responses to events and self-reports of which events were experienced as most stressful. Most patients exhibit a tendency to report the flashbacks of StartleMart as the most stressful type of experience; however, their physiological responses across events indicate that responses to other types 978-1-4799-9953-8/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE of events, on average, are stronger. Figure 3 indicates the need of more complex, non-linear, models for mapping the physiological responses of patients to the perceived experience of stress from interacting with the StartleMart game. Further it demonstrates illustratively the inconsistency between the most stressful events reported by the patients and heightened sympathetic arousal (via the mean phasic driver feature).
To investigate the relationship between the events classified as most stressful and their corresponding SC features values, the annotated events are correlated to the four extracted SC features using the binomially-distributed pairwise correlation described in [24] which is calculated as: c(z) = i {z i }/N ; where N is the sample size, and z i is 1 if there is an agreement between the annotation (e.g. most stressful) and the corresponding SC feature and −1 otherwise. The c(z) values are calculated by considering annotation agreements with the most stressful event as determined by physiology (i.e. the corresponding SC feature). To further explore potential effects between reported and manifested stress we also calculate potential agreements between the reported event and the three, five and ten most stressful events as manifested by SC features. The results reported in Table I showcase significant negative correlations when the single, three and five most stressful events are considered. This already indicates a poor consistency between class-based self-reports and physiological indications of stress. Only when the ten most stressful events are considered we start observing a minor positive correlation which demonstrates that some of the largest physiological responses are captured in the class (most stressful event reports) only when 10 of those events are considered.
B. Ranking Stress
Our second approach to obtaining reliable stress self-reports from PTSD patients uses the fully ordered preference-pairs constructed from the 4AFC selections. These are pairwisecorrelated to the extracted SC also using the c(z) test statistic. The p-value, in this case, is obtained from the normal distribution as the binomially-distributed c(z) approximates the normal distribution when large samples are considered. As shown in Table I significant positive correlations are found between reported ranks of stress and all four extracted SC features. This suggests that reported stress preferences expressed through 4AFC yield event orderings that are highly consistent with the orderings of the physiological responses as measured via any of the four features. In particular, S p and i p demonstrate the highest correlation values with reported stress preferences. Based on the obtained results it appears that preference-based annotation of stress is a reliable self-report measure of stress elicitation from events in PTSD patients. It is also obvious that classifying events as most stressful is an annotation practice that fails to capture the idiosyncratic nature of both PTSD and its physiological manifestations. 
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a set of key findings on PTSD profiling and stress detection via games from a sample of 13 clinical PTSD patients interacting with the StartleMart game. Earlier work has demonstrated that this game has an ability to instigate and detect stress in patients to a degree that scales with PTSD symptom severity [8] . The work presented here extends that study by characterizing the individual patient symptoms from subjective experience, event-based skin conductance responses, and game logging data. Further, we introduce continuous decomposition analysis for extracting features of skin conductivity near the stressful in-game events that are appropriate indicators of stress responses.
The study demonstrates the challenges of fusing interactive environments with a stimulus exposure approach, since the agency afforded to the player significantly impacts the experimenter's or therapist's control over the flow of events. Our analysis shows a high degree of inter-subject variability in terms of which events the patients responded strongest to as measured via physiology, and which events they reported as being subjectively most stressful. This finding is not surprising given the general literature on PTSD, but underlines that PTSD patients' responses to events in virtual environments exhibit the same variation across subjects as responses in more controlled stimulus-exposure paradigms or in everyday life. When asking patients to recall the most stressful event in a session and comparing this to physiological responses around the corresponding events, no significant effect is observed. Speculatively, this may be due to memory effects where patients attribute the experienced stress to the most salient and heterogeneous event in the session. However, when patients are presented with a memory cue of each event individually and rank all of them in relation to each other, a strong correlation emerges between self-reports of stress and physiological responses. This suggests that using preference-based ranking paradigms, such as the 4AFC, provides better support for recalling the experienced stress in response to individual events even though it comes with an additional effort of comparing across all possible combinations of experienced events. It is important to note that we did not consider the comparison between rating-based annotation against the rankbased and the class-based approaches in this study. Ratings are ordinal values which are already obtained via the reported preferences of the PTSD patients [13] . Further, this study is based on a relatively narrow, homogeneous sample of patients and generalizability to other conditions or groups is an open question.
The core findings of the paper indicate that rank-based stress annotation to a series of events (i.e. rank two or more stressful events) is a beneficial method for detecting stress compared to class-based (i.e. what is the most stressful event) annotation which further validates the observations of earlier studies in affect annotation and modeling [13] , [14] , [24] , [25] . Results also suggest that the phasic driver (as obtained from continuous decomposition analysis) is a highly reliable predictor of PTSD severity manifested via skin conductance responses to in-game events. It is possible that these findings may extend to other affective disorders with arousal components, such as e.g. anxiety, though this remains an open question for future work.
